
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

On the last day, when the mourning garb ___________________, a
solemn banquet is given, and their relations take leave of them.
1.

(assume)

It ____________________, with truth as well as propriety, that the
conquests of Rome prepared and facilitated those of Christianity.
2.

(observe)

Minor inconsistencies in spelling _____________________ as in the
original.
3.

(retain)

You are too much of an artist ever to be a good politician; you
___________________ by men of not one-half your value.
4.

(fool)

You will find that, thus, the circular hole looks like one of the patches of
colour you _______________________ to match, only changing in depth as
it lets different pieces of the stone be seen through it.

5.

(accustom)

I find that he ______________________ by a God-fearing mother.6.
(bring up)

No expense in ransacking __________________.7. (spare)

I confess that more than once I ____________________ to tell you of my
grief-for human hearts crave intelligent sympathy.
8.

(tempt)

I ________________, or rather forced, to form a view which to a certain
extent connects these facts by a tangible method.
9.

(lead)

Many of the writers employed on the work have enriched it with their
personal researches, observations, and discoveries; and every article
___________________, or re-written, expressly for its pages.

10.

(write)

Little, considering the gravity of the question, has been written on the
subject of suicide; it _______________________.
11.

(not/study)

The book is certainly characteristic of an age so practical and so literary
as ours, an age in which all social reforms _____________________ and
have been largely influenced by fiction.

12.

(precede)
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The question _________________ upon every Congress since 1869.13.
(urge)

It ________________ that except for one lapse his life had been austere,
but this is not to assert that he had no capacity for passion.
14.

(say)

Changes to the text _________________ only in the case of obvious
spelling or type-setting errors.
15.

(make)

They _____________________ to pass current so long that it is time they
should be nailed to the counter, a little operation which I undertake, with
perfect cheerfulness, to perform for them.

16.

(suffer)

It __________________ for 30 miles in a straight line, and can be
recognized at still more distant points.
17.

(trace)

We have entreated, and our entreaties ________________________.18.
(disregard)

For this reason, your village ____________________.19. (pollute)

Where the former explanation ____________________, it has completely
checked inquiry, since we could never get any further than the fact of the
adaptation.

20.

(accept)
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